FARAMAGAN

TWO SCOTS. ONE CAMERA. ZERO SENSE OF DIRECTION

After 6 years of long distance, Darren and Lauren quit their day jobs to live the
day dream. Now they catch flights with each other instead of to see each other,
documenting their tales and fails through their blog Faramagan. Far am a gan
translates to "where am I going" from the Scot's language, Doric. Likely mut
tered several times a day by this travelling twosome as their cheeky Scottish
charm gets them into all sorts of epic adventures around the globe.
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4000 average sessions per month
6000 average page views per month
10 comments on average per post
Figures based on the last 3 months
649 followers
31K tweet impressions per month
1600 Profile visits per month
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1000 followers
22% engagement rate
212 average likes per post
16 comments on average per post
591 followers
270K views per month
2700 daily impressions

WHAT DO WE DO?

Not only do we inspire others to quit the day job to
live the day dream but we share how to do it with
travel tips, budget advice & destination guides. Most
importantly we don't just share the sunsets & coco
nuts. We keep it real. We share our tales AND fails so
others learn from our mistakes, trust us and laugh
along with our journey.

WHERE HAVE WE BEEN?

Since the adventure began in October 2017 we have
visited 17 countries including Iceland, Hawaii, New
Zealand and are currently backpacking Australia.

WHY WORK WITH US?

Despite our adventures round the world, we will
always remain down to earth. Our honest reviews,
genuine advice and cheeky Scottish charm go hand
in hand with our technical skill and professional work
ethic. We offer guest posts, travel videos, photogra
phy and reviews with a reliable turn around.
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